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WEAKLY GLOBULAR DOUBLE CATEGORIES AND WEAK UNITS
SIMONA PAOLI
Abstract. Weakly globular double categories are a model of weak 2-categories
based on the notion of weak globularity, and they are known to be suitably equiv-
alent to Tamsamani 2-categories. Fair 2-categories, introduced by J. Kock, model
weak 2-categories with strictly associative compositions and weak unit laws. In this
paper we establish a direct comparison between weakly globular double categories
and fair 2-categories and prove they are equivalent after localisation with respect
to the 2-equivalences. This comparison sheds new light on weakly globular double
categories as encoding a strictly associative, though not strictly unital, composition,
as well as the category of weak units via the weak globularity condition.
1. Introduction
Higher category theory is a rapidly developing field with applications to disparate
areas, from homotopy theory, mathematical physics, algebraic geometry to, more re-
cently, logic and computer science.
Higher categories comprise not only objects and morphisms (like in a category)
but also higher morphims, which compose and have identities. A key point in higher
category theory is the behaviour of these compositions. In a category, composition
of morphisms is associative and unital. Higher categories in which these rules for
compositions hold for morphisms in all dimensions are called strict higher categories:
they are not difficult to formalize, but they are of limited use in applications. A striking
example is the case of strict n-groupoids, which are strict n-categories with invertible
higher morphisms. These are algebraic models for the building blocks of topological
spaces (the n-types) only when n = 0, 1, 2, see [11] for a counterexample.
To model n-types for all n (that is, to satisfy the ’homotopy hypothesis’), a more
complex class of higher structures is needed, the weak n-categories. In a weak n-
category, compositions are associative and unital only up to an invertible cell in the
next dimension, in a coherent way.
There are several different models of weak n-categories: a survey was given in [7],
and several new approaches appeared later on. Of particular relevance for this work
are the Segal-type models [8], based on multi-simplicial structures. These comprise the
Tamsamani model Tan, originally introduced by Tamsamani [13] and further studied
by Simpson [12] as well as two new models introduced by the author in [8]: the weakly
globular Tamsamani n-categories Tanwg and the weakly globular n-fold categories Cat
n
wg.
These models use a new paradigm to encode weakness in a higher category, the notion
of weak globularity. The sets of higher morphisms in dimensions 0, · · · , n in Tan are
replaced in Tanwg and Cat
n
wg by homotopically discrete structures which are only equiv-
alent of sets. This allows to obtain the model Catnwg of weak n-categories based on the
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simple structure of n-fold categories. The three Segal-type models Tan,Tanwg,Cat
n
wg are
proved in [8] to be equivalent up to homotopy .
A model of higher categories with associative compositions and weak units was
proposed by Joachim Kock [4] and called fair n-categories Fairn. This model is similar
in spirit to Tan, but with the simplicial category ∆ replaced by the ’fat delta’ category
∆ of coloured finite non-empty semi-ordinals. To date it is not yet known if this model
satisfies the homotopy hypothesis, except for the special case of 1-connected 3-types
[2]. It was conjectured earlier on by Simpson [11] that there should exist a model
of higher categories with associative compositions and weak units that satisfies the
homotopy hypothesis and is suitably equivalent to the fully weak models.
In this paper we concentrate on the case n = 2. We construct a pair of functors
between Cat2wg and Fair
2 and show they induce an equivalence of categories after lo-
calization with respect to the 2-equivalences. This equivalence is not surprising, since
both models are known to be equivalent to bicategories [9], [4]. The significance and
novelty of our result lies in the method of proof: we establish a direct comparison be-
tween Cat2wg and Fair
2, which does not use their equivalence to bicategories. This direct
comparison is very non-trivial, and makes use of several novel ideas and constructions,
which we believe will lead to higher dimensional generalizations.
The passage from weakly globular double categories to fair 2-categories uses a prop-
erty of Cat2wg that was not observed so far, namely that it is possible to extract from
it a strictly associative (though not strictly unital) composition. It also gives a new
meaning to the weak globularity condition of weakly globular double categories as
encoding the category of weak units.
The functor in the other direction, from fair 2-categories to weakly globular double
categories, factors thorough the category of Segalic pseudo-functors SegPs[∆op,Cat ]
from ∆op to Cat , already introduced in [8]; it also uses novel properties of Fair2 and of
the ’fat delta’ category ∆ that we establish in this work.
Finally, the categories Fair2, Cat2wg and SegPs[∆
op,Cat ] are not sufficient to prove
the final comparison result. To establish the zig-zags of 2-equivalences giving rise to
the equivalence of categories after localization between Cat2wg and Fair
2, we need to
enlarge the context by introducing two new players: the category of Segalic pseudo-
functors SegPs[∆op,Cat ] from from the opposite of the ’fat delta’ category to Cat and
the category Fair2wg of weakly globular fair 2-categories.
We envisage that the new ideas and techniques of this work will provide a basis for
higher dimensional generalizations. These will be tackled in future work.
Organization of the paper Sections 1 to 5 cover the necessary background: 2-
categorical techniques (Section 2), weakly globular double categories (Section 3), fair
2-categories (Sections 4 and 5). These sections are expository except for Section 4.2
where we highlight some properties of the ’fat delta’ category ∆ which, as far as we
are aware, have not appeared in the literature.
The comparison between Cat2wg and Fair
2 is made of two parts. In Section 6 we
explain the passage from weakly globular double categories to fair 2-categories. We
construct in Theorem 6.4 the functor
F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2
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and in Proposition 6.9 a natural transformation in [∆op,Cat ]
S2(X) : F2(X)→ π˜
∗X
(with π˜∗X as in Definition 6.6) which is a levelwise equivalence of categories.
In Section 8 we treat the other direction, from fair 2-categories to weakly globular
double categories. We define the functor
R2 : Fair
2 → Cat2wg
(Definition 8.4) and we show in Theorem 8.6 our main result that the functors F2
and R2 induce an equivalence of categories after localization with respect to the 2-
equivalences. We prove this result by constructing a 2-equivalence R2F2X → X in
Cat2wg for each X ∈ Cat
2
wg and a zig-zag of 2-equivalences in Fair
2 between Y and
F2R2Y for each Y ∈ Fair
2. The construction of this zig-zag requires new notions and
results developed in Section 7: the category of Segalic pseudo-functors SegPs[∆op,Cat ],
the category Fair2wg of weakly globular fair 2-categories and Theorem 7.7 relating the
two.
Acknowledgements This material is based upon work supported by the National
Science Foundation under Grant No. DMS-1440140 while the author was in residence
at the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in Berkeley, California, during the
’Higher Categories and Categorification’ program in Spring 2020. I thank the organiz-
ers for their invitation to this program. I also thank the University of Leicester for its
financial support during my study leave.
2. Techniques from 2-category theory
In this Section we recall two techniques from 2-category theory. The first is the
strictification of pseudo-functors: this plays an important role in the theory of weakly
globular double categories, as recalled in Section 3, and it will also be used in Section 7
whose results are crucial to the proof of our main Theorem 8.6. The second technique
is the transport of structure along an adjunction, which will be used in Proposition
8.3, leading to the functor R2 : Fair
2 → Cat2wg (Definition 8.4).
2.1. Strictification of pseudo-functors. Let C be a small category. The 2-category
of functors [Cop,Cat ] is 2-monadic over [ob(Cop), Cat ] where ob(Cop) is the set of objects
of Cop. Let
U : [Cop,Cat ]→ [ob(Cop),Cat ]
be the forgetful functor given by (UX)k = Xk for each k ∈ C
op and X ∈ [Cop,Cat ]. Its
left adjoint F is given on objects by
(FY )k =
∐
r∈ob(Cop)
Cop(r, k)× Yr
for Y ∈ [ob(Cop),Cat ], k ∈ Cop. If T is the monad corresponding to the adjunction
F ⊣ U , then
(TY )k = (UFY )k =
∐
r∈ob(Cop)
Cop(r, k)× Yr .
A pseudo T -algebra is given by Y ∈ [ob(Cop),Cat ], functors
hk :
∐
r∈ob(Cop)
Cop(r, k)× Yr → Yk
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and additional data given by the axioms of pseudo T -algebra (see for instance [10]).
This amounts precisely to functors from Cop to Cat and the 2-category Ps-T -alg of
pseudo T -algebras corresponds to the 2-category Ps[Cop,Cat ] of pseudo-functors, pseudo-
natural transformations and modifications. Note that there is a commuting diagram
[Cop,Cat ] 
 //
U

Ps[Cop,Cat ]
U
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
[ob(Cop),Cat ]
Recalling that, if X is a set, X × C ∼=
∐
X
C, we see that the pseudo T -algebra corre-
sponding to H ∈ Ps[Cop,Cat ] has structure map h : TUH → UH as follows:
(TUH)k =
∐
r∈C
C(k, r)×Hr =
∐
r∈C
∐
C(k,r)
Hr .
If f ∈ C(k, r), let
ir =
∐
C(k,r)
Hr →
∐
r∈C
∐
C(k,r)
Hr = (TUH)r ,
jf : Hr →
∐
C(k,r)
Hr
be the coproduct inclusions, then
hk ir jf = H(f) . (1)
The structure map TUH → UH carries a canonical enrichment to a pseudo-natural
transformation FUH → H . The strictification of pseudo-algebras result proved in
[10] yields that every pseudo-functor from Cop to Cat is equivalent, in Ps[Cop,Cat ], to
a 2-functor, that is, an object of [Cop,Cat ].
Given a pseudo T -algebra as above, [10] consider the factorization of
h : TUH → UH as
TUH
v
−→ L
g
−→ UH
with vk bijective on objects and gk fully faithful, for each k ∈ C
op. It is shown in [10]
that g is a pseudo-natural transformation and it is possible to give a strict T -algebra
structure TL → L such that (g, Tg) is an equivalence of pseudo T -algebras. It is
immediate to see that, for each k ∈ Cop, gk is an equivalence of categories.
Further, it is shown in [5] that St : Ps[Cop,Cat ] → [Cop,Cat ] as described above is
left adjoint to the inclusion
J : [Cop,Cat ]→ Ps[Cop,Cat ]
and that the components of the units are equivalences in Ps[Cop,Cat ].
Remark 2.1. It is straightforward from [10] that if H ∈ [Cop,Cat ] the pseudo-natural
transformation g : StH → H is a natural transformation.
In this work we use the strictification of pseudo-functors in Section 7 in the case
where C = ∆ and in Section 8 in the case where C = ∆. As we recall in Section 3, this
technique also plays a crucial role in the theory of weakly globular double categories.
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2.2. Transport of structure. The following 2-categorical technique will be used in
Section 8. Its proof relies on [3, Theorem 6.1].
Lemma 2.2. [9] Let C be a small 2-category, F, F ′ : C → Cat be 2-functors, and
α : F → F ′ a 2-natural transformation. Suppose that, for all objects C of C, the
following conditions hold:
(1) G(C), G′(C) are objects of Cat and there are adjoint equivalences of categories
µC ⊢ ηC, µ
′
C ⊢ η
′
C,
µC : G(C) ⇄ F (C) : ηC µ
′
C : G
′(C) ⇄ F ′(C) : η′C ,
(2) there are functors βC : G(C)→ G
′(C),
(3) there is an invertible 2-cell
γC : βC ηC ⇒ η
′
C αC .
Then
a) There exists a pseudo-functor G : C → Cat given on objects by G(C), and
pseudo-natural transformations η : F → G, µ : G → F with η(C) = ηC,
µ(C) = µC; these are part of an adjoint equivalence µ ⊢ η in the 2-category
Ps[C,Cat ].
b) There is a pseudo-natural transformation β : G → G′ with β(C) = βC and an
invertible 2-cell in Ps[C,Cat ], γ : βη ⇒ ηα with γ(C) = γC.
3. Weakly globular double categories and Segalic pseudo-functors
We recall the theory of weakly globular double categories and of Segalic pseuso-
functors, originally introduced in [9] and further developed in [8].
3.1. Weakly globular double categories. We first need the notion of Segal maps
and of induced Segal maps.
Definition 3.1. Let X ∈ [∆
op
, C] be a simplicial object in a category C with pullbacks.
For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k and k ≥ 2, let νj : Xk → X1 be induced by the map [1]→ [k] in ∆
sending 0 to j − 1 and 1 to j. Then the following diagram commutes:
Xk
ν1
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥
ν2
  
  
  
 
νk
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
X1
d1
    
  
  
 
d0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
X1
d1
    
  
  
 
d0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
. . . X1
d1
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ d0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
X0 X0 X0 . . . X0 X0
(2)
If X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1 denotes the limit of the lower part of the diagram (2), the k-th
Segal map of X is the unique map
µk : Xk → X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1
such that prj µk = νj where prj is the j
th projection.
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Let C be the category of internal categories in C and internal functors [1] and let
N : Cat C → [∆
op
, C] be the nerve functor. The Segal maps characterize the essential
image of N . Namely, an object X ∈ [∆
op
, C] is in the essential image of N if and only
if its Segal maps Xk → X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1 are isomorphisms for all k ≥ 2.
Remark 3.2. When C = Set, N : Cat → [∆
op
, Set] is the nerve of small categories.
This functor is fully faithful, so we can identify Cat with the essential image of N . We
will make this identification throughout this work.
Definition 3.3. Let X ∈ [∆
op
, C] and suppose that there is a map
γ : X0 → Y
in C such that the limit of the diagram
X1
γd1
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎
γd0
✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
X1
γd1
☎☎
☎☎
☎☎
☎ γd0
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
· · · k · · · X1
γd1
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦ γd0
✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
Y Y Y · · · · · ·Y Y
exists; denote the latter by X1×Y
k
· · ·×Y X1. Then the following diagram commutes,
where νj is as in Definition 3.1, and k ≥ 2
Xk
ν1
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
ν2
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦
νk
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
X1
γd1
  
  
  
  γd0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
X1
γd1
  
  
  
  γd0
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
. . . X1
γd1
}}③③
③③
③③
③③ γd0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
Y Y Y . . . Y Y
The k-th induced Segal map of X is the unique map
µˆk : Xk → X1×Y
k
· · ·×Y X1
such that prj µˆk = νj where prj is the j
th projection. If Y = X0 and γ is the identity,
the induced Segal map coincides with the Segal map of Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.4. A homotopically discrete category is an equivalnce relation, that is a
groupoid with no non-trivial loops. We denote by Cathd the category of homotopically
discrete categories.
Let p : Cat → Set be the isomorphism classes of objects functor. As discussed
for instance in [8, Lemma 4.1.4] p preserves pullbacks over discrete objects and sends
equivalences of categories to isomorphisms.
Definition 3.5. If X ∈ Cathd, we denote by X
d the discrete category on the set pX .
There is a map γ : X → Xd, called discretization, which is an equivalence of categories.
The category of weakly globular double categories was originally introduced in [9]
and further studied in [8]:
Definition 3.6. The category Cat2wg of weakly globular double categories is the full
subcategory of [∆op,Cat ] whose objects X are such that
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a) X0 ∈ Cathd.
b) For each k ≥ 2 the Segal maps
µk : Xk → X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1
are isomorphisms.
c) For each k ≥ 2 the induced Segal maps
µˆk : Xk → X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1
which are induced by the discretization map γ : X0 → X
d
0 are equivalences of
categories.
Note that because of condition b), Cat2wg is a full subcategory of the category Cat
2
of double categories, that is of internal categories in Cat .
Remark 3.7. Let p(1) : Cat2wg → [∆
op
, Set] be given by (p(1)X)k = pXk for all k ≥ 0.
Then p(1)X is the nerve of a category. In fact, since p sends equivalences of categories
to isomorphisms and preserves pullbacks over discrete objects, for each X ∈ Cat2wg and
k ≥ 2 there are isomorphisms
(p(1)X)k = p(Xk) ∼= p(X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1)
∼=
∼= p(X1)×p(Xd0 )
k
· · ·×p(Xd0 ) p(X1)
∼= p(X1)×p(X0)
k
· · ·×p(X0) p(X1) .
Thus, using the notational convention of remark 3.2 we can write
p(1) : Cat2wg → Cat .
In what follows, given X ∈ Cat2wg and a, b ∈ X
d
0 we denote by X(a, b) the fiber at
(a, b) of the map given by the composite
X1
(∂0,∂1)
−−−−→ X0 ×X0
γ×γ
−−→ Xd0 ×X
d
0 .
where γ : X0 → X0
d is the discretization map as in Definition 3.5. The category
X(a, b) plays the role of ’hom-category’.
Definition 3.8. A morphism F : X → Y in Cat2wg is a 2-equivalence if:
i) For all a, b ∈ Xd0 the morphism F(a,b) : X(a, b) → Y (Fa, Fb) is an equivalence
of categories.
ii) p(1)F is an equivalence of categories.
Remark 3.9. The following properties were shown in [8]:
a) If F is a levelwise equivalence of categories it is in particular a 2-equivalence.
When F0 = Id, the two notions coincide.
b) Condition ii) in Definition 3.8 can be relaxed to requiring that pp(1)X is sur-
jective.
c) 2-Equivalences in Cat2wg have the 2-out-3 property.
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Definition 3.10. Given X ∈ Cat2wg let D2X ∈ [∆
op
,Cat ] be
(D2X)n =
{
Xd0 , n = 0
Xn, n > 0 .
The face operators ∂′0, ∂
′
1 : X1 ⇒ X
d
0 are given by ∂
′
i = γ∂i where ∂i : X1 ⇒ X0, i = 0, 1
while the degeneracy operator σ′0 : X
d
0 → X1 is σ
′
0 = σ0γ
′ where γ′ : Xd0 → X0 is a
pseudo-inverse of γ, γγ′ = Id. All the other face and degeneracy operators of D2X are
as in X .
Remark 3.11. D2X can be obtained by transport of structure along the equivalences
of categories (D2X)k ≃ Xk given by γ
′ for k = 0 and id for k > 0. Thus by Lemma 2.2
there is a pseudo-natural transformation D2X → X in Ps[∆
op
,Cat ] which is a levelwise
equivalence of categories.
3.2. Weakly globular Tamsamani 2-categories and Segalic pseudo-functors.
We recall from [8] the definitions of the categories Ta2wg of weakly globular Tamsamani
2-categories and SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] of Segalic pseudo-functors, as well as the construction
of the functor
Tr2 : Ta
2
wg → SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ].
These play an important role in Section 6 in building the functor F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2.
Definition 3.12. The category Ta2wg of weakly globular Tamsamani 2-categories is the
full subcategory of [∆
op
,Cat ] whose objects X are such that
i) X0 ∈ Cathd.
ii) The induced Segal maps µˆk : Xk → Xk×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 Xk are equivalences of
categories for all k ≥ 2.
Remark 3.13.
a) From the definitions, Cat2wg is the full subcategory of Ta
2
wg whose objects X are
such that all the Segal maps are isomorphisms.
b) There is a functor p(1) : Ta2wg → Cat given by (p
(1)X)k = pXk, k ≥ 0. The
proof that the essential image of p(1) : Ta2wg → [∆
op
, Set] consists of nerves of
categories is as in the case of Cat2wg.
The category Ta2 of Tamsamani 2-categories was originally introduced in [13] but can
now be seen as a subcategory of Ta2wg as follows:
Definition 3.14. The full subcategory of Ta2wg whose objects X are such that X0 is
discrete is the category Ta2 of Tamsamani 2-categories.
Note that for Tamsamani 2-categories the induced Segal maps and the Segal maps
coincide.
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Let H ∈ Ps[∆
op
,Cat ] be such that H0 is discrete. There is a commuting diagram in
Cat for each k ≥ 2,
Hk
ν1
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥
ν2
  
  
  
 
νk
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗
H1
d1
    
  
  
 
d0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
H1
d1
    
  
  
 
d0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
. . . H1
d1
}}④④
④④
④④
④④ d0
❃
❃❃
❃❃
❃❃
H0 H0 H0 . . . H0 H0
where νj is induced by the map [1] → [k] sending 0 to j − 1 1 to j. Hence there is a
Segal map
Hk → H1×H0
k
· · ·×H0 H1 .
Definition 3.15. The category SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] is the full subcategory of Ps[∆op,Cat ]
whose objects H are such that
i) H0 is discrete.
ii) All Segal maps are isomorphisms for all k ≥ 2
Hk ∼= H1×H0
k
· · ·×H0 H1 .
In [8] we constructed a functor
Tr2 : Ta
2
wg → SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] (3)
by applying transport of structure to X ∈ Ta2wg ⊂ [∆
op
,Cat ] along the equivalence of
categories γ : X0 → X
d
0 , Id : X1 → X1, µˆk : Xk → X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1 for k ≥ 2. Thus
by construction
(Tr2X)k =


Xd0 , k = 0
X1, k = 1
X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1, k > 1 .
and there is a pseudo-natural transformation t2(X) : Tr2X → X which is a levelwise
equivalence of categories.
Segalic pseudo-functors and weakly globular double categories are related by the
following important result, which we will use later on in this work:
Theorem 3.16. [8] The strictification functor St : Ps[∆
op
,Cat ]→ [∆
op
,Cat ] restricts
to a functor
St : SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ]→ Cat2wg .
Since Ta2 ⊂ Ta2wg, by composition we obtain a functor ’rigidification’
Q2 : Ta
2 Tr2−−→ SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ]
St
−→ Cat2wg .
In [8] we also built a functor ’discretization’ in the opposite direction
Disc2 : Cat
2
wg → Ta
2
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and we showed that Q2 and Disc2 induce an equivalence of categories after localization
with respect to the 2-equivalences. Combining this with the result of [6] relating Ta2
to bicategories, we obtained in [9] a 2-categorical equivalence between weakly globular
double categories and bicategories, showing that Cat2wg is a suitable model of weak
2-categories.
4. The fat delta
We recall from [4] the category ’fat delta’, denoted ∆, and we prove some new
properties it satisfies.
4.1. Definition of the fat delta. A coloured category is a category C with a specific
subcategoryW comprising all objects. The arrows inW are called coloured arrows (or
equimorphisms, or equivalences). Let CCat be the category of coloured categories and
coloured-preserving functors. A coloured graph is a graph in which some of the edges
have been singled out as colours. The free coloured category on a coloured graph is
defined by taking the free category on the whole graph and taking W to be the free
category on the coloured part of the graph (including vertices). Thus in a free coloured
category the composite of two arrows is an equimorphism if and only if both arrows
are equimorphisms.
Ordinals can be seen as free categories on linearly ordered graphs. Similarly, a (finite)
coloured ordinal is defined as a free coloured category on a (finite) linearly ordered
graph. Intuitively these consist of string of arrows, some of which are coloured.
Let T ⊂ CCat be the subcategory of finite non-empty coloured ordinals. We can
represent k ∈ T as dots arranged in a column:
Ordinary arrows are not shown and equimorphisms are shown as links. Morphisms
are as usual ordinals for the dots (strands are not allowed to cross), but a link can
be set and not broken. The functor π : T → ∆ is given by ’taking equiconnected
components’, that is contracting all the links.
Recall that a semi-category is just like a category except that the identity arrows are
not required. A semi-functor is a map compatible with the the composition law. The
category ∆mono is obtained from ∆ by removing the face maps. The ∆mono-diagrams
satisfying the Segal condition are semi-categories. A semi-ordinal is the semi-category
associated to a finite total strict order relation. A coloured semi-category is a semi-
category with a sub-semicategory comprising all objects; a morphism between coloured
semi-categories is a semi-functor required to preserve colours. The coloured (finite)
semi-ordinals are the free coloured semi-categories on (finite) linearly ordered coloured
graphs.
Definition 4.1. [4] The fat delta ∆ is the category of all coloured finite non-empty
semi-ordinals.
It is shown in [4] that ∆ = Tmono. There are functors
∆mono →֒ ∆ →֒
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showing that the fat delta is intermediate between ∆mono and ∆. The functor π : T→
∆ gives rise to a functor
π : ∆ = Tmono → ∆mono →֒ ∆ (4)
4.2. Further properties the fat delta. In the rest of this Section we describe prop-
erties about the category ∆ that will be used in Section 8 and which, as far as we are
aware, have not appeared in the literature.
Remark 4.2. Let π : ∆ → ∆ be as in (4). Denote by 0(k) the object of ∆ with
π(0(k)) = [0] ∈ ∆ formed by k links. We observe that 0(k) is given by the colimit in
∆ of a diagram of the form
0(1) 0(1) .... 0(1)
[0]
δ0
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽ δ1
BB✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
[0]
δ0
\\✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
@@        
[0]
^^❃❃❃❃❃❃❃❃
BB✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
where the maps δ0, δ1 are given by
We write 0(k) = 0(1)
∐
[0]
k. . .
∐
[0]
0(1).
Let k ∈ ∆ with π(k) = k > 2. Suppose that k has links at j1, . . . , jt with 0 ≤ j1 <
· · · < jt ≤ k of length n1, . . . , nt respectively. Then k is the colimit in ∆ of the diagram
[1] [1] 0(n1) · · · [1] [1] 0(n2) · · ·
[0]
δ0
YY✸✸✸✸✸✸ δ1
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛
. . . [0]
BB✆✆✆✆✆✆✆
[0]
\\✾✾✾✾✾✾✾
EE✡✡✡✡✡✡✡
[0]
YY✸✸✸✸✸✸
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛
. . . [0]
BB✆✆✆✆✆✆✆
[0]
\\✾✾✾✾✾✾✾
that is
k = [j1]×[0] 0(n1)×[0] [j2]×[0] 0(n2) · · · [jt]×[0] 0(nt)×[0] [k − jt]
which, from Remark 4.2, is the same as a colimit of the form
[1] [1] 0(1) 0(1)
[0]
δ0
YY✸✸✸✸✸✸ δ1
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛
. . . [0]
WW✴✴✴✴✴✴✴
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞
[0]
[[✼✼✼✼✼✼
CC✞✞✞✞✞✞
[0]
[[✼✼✼✼✼✼
Denote by 1 the object of ∆ given by either [1] ∈ ∆ or 0(1) = ∈ ∆. Then k is a
colimit in ∆ of a diagram of the form
1 1 1
[0]
δ0
[[✽✽✽✽✽✽✽ δ1
CC✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
[0]
δ0
[[✽✽✽✽✽✽✽
. . . [0]
δ1
CC✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
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that is
k = 1
∐
[0]
s. . .
∐
[0]
1
where s = k + n1,+ · · · ,+nt. It follows that there is a bijection
∆(k, r) ∼= ∆(1, r)×∆([0],r)
s
· · ·×∆([0],r) ∆(1, r) (5)
This bijection will play an important role in the proof of Lemma 7.3.
Lemma 4.3. Let f : m→ n be a map in ∆ and let πf = εη, η : m→ r, ε : r → n be
the epi-mono factorization of the map πf in ∆. Then there are maps in ∆
m
η
−→ r
ε
−→ n
with f = εη, π(ε) = ε, π(η) = η.
Proof. Let is, . . . , i1, be elements of n (with π(is) < · · · < π(i1)) not in the image of
f and let j
1
, . . . , j
t
(with π(j
1
) < · · · < π(j
t
)) be the elements of m in the image of f
such that (πf)(πj) = (πf)(πj + 1).
Let r = m−t = n−s and let r be obtained from r by inserting all the links identified
by η(j). Then f factors as
m
η
−→ r
ε
−→ n
with η = η
j1
· · · η
jt
and ε = εi1 · · · εis . By construction πη = η, πε = ε and πf = εη.

Remark 4.4. For each n ∈ ∆ and n ∈ ∆ such that π(n) = n let νn : n → n be the
map in ∆ which sends
j
where the link on the right contracts to j under π. For instance, the map ν4 : 4 → 4
where 4 is as on the right hand side below is
If ε : r → n is a map in ∆mono, it is also a map in ∆. Thus given ε : r → n such that
π(ε) = ε there is a commuting diagram
r
ε //
νr

n
νn

r
ε
// n
(6)
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Lemma 4.5. Let m
η
−→ r
ε
−→ n be maps in ∆ as in Lemma 4.3. Then there are
factorizations in ∆
r
νr //
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇ r
r(m)
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
(7) n
νn //
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈ n
n(m)
==④④④④④④④④
(8)
and a map r(m)→ n(m) making the following diagrams commute
r(m)
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
m
η
// r
(9) r
ε //

n

r(m) //

n(m)

r
ε
// n
(10)
Further, if m′
η′
−→ r′
ε′
−→ n′ are maps in ∆ such that π(η′) = π(η) and π(ε′) = π(ε) then
there are factorizations in ∆
r
νr′ //
  ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
r′
r(m)
>>⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
(11) n
νn′ //
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
n′
n(m)
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
(12)
making the following diagram commute
m

νm
||②②
②②
②②
②②
② νm′
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
m
η

m′
η′

r(m)
aa❇❇❇❇❇❇❇❇
==④④④④④④④④
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
r r′
r
νr
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊
OO
νr′
<<①①①①①①①①①①
(13)
Proof. Let j1, . . . , jt (with 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jt ≤ m) be such that η(j) = η(j + 1) where
η = π(η) : m → r. Then r(m) is obtained from r by inserting one link in each η(j).
The map r → r(m) sends
η(j
)
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while the map r(m) → r sends this link in r(m) to the link in r that contracts to
η(j) = η(j + 1) under the functor π : ∆→ ∆mono sending r to r:
By construction (7) commutes. The map r(m) → m sends this link to the link in m
which is sent by η to the above link in r. By construction, (9) commutes.
Since ε is a map in ∆mono, it is also a map in ∆. Let n(m) be given by the pushout
in ∆
r
ε //

n

r(m) // n(m)
(14)
From the commuting diagram 6 in ∆ (see Remark 4.4)
r
ε //
νr

n
νn

r
ε
// n
since (14) is a pushout, we obtain a map n(m) → n making the following diagram
commute
r //

n


r(m) //
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
n(m)
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
r // n
Therefore (8) and (10) commute.
The map r(m)→ r′ sends the above link in r(m) to the link in r′ that contracts to
η(j) = η(j + 1) under π : r′ → r.
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By construction (11) commutes. From the commuting diagram
r
ε //
νr′

n
νn′

r′
ε′
// n′
since (14) is a pushout, we obtain the commuting diagram
r
ε //

n


r(m) //
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
n(m)
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
r′ // n′
so that (12) commutes.
The maps m→ r(m)→ m send
j
where the map r(m) → m is as in (9). Similarly for the map m→ r(m)→ m′. Thus
(13) commutes.

Lemma 4.6. Let n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s be maps in ∆op. There are maps n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s in ∆op
with πf = f and πg = g.
Proof. Let f ′ : n′ → m′ be a map in ∆opwith πf ′ = f . Let g = ηε be the mono-epi
factorization of the map g in ∆op, with ε : m → r and η : r → s. Since ε is a map in
∆
op
mono, it is also a map in ∆
op. Hence there is a map in ∆op given by the composite
m′ → m → r, which is sent to ε by π. Let η′ : r → s be a map in ∆op with πη′ = η,
where r is constructed by inserting a link in r for each j, j+1 such that η(j) = η(j+1).
The map η′ sends this link to
j
j + 1
and there is a map r → r given by
j
with πr = r. Let m be the pullback in ∆op
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m //
ε

m′

r // r
and n be the pullback in ∆op
n
f
//

m

n′
f ′
// m′
In summary, we have the following diagram, where the dotted arrows are arrows in
∆op and the rest are arrows in ∆op:
n
f //❴❴❴ m
ε // r
η //❴❴❴ s
n′
OO
f ′
// m′
OO ??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
r
OO
η′
@@✁✁✁✁✁✁✁✁
n
OO
f
// m
OO
ε
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
Let g : m→ s = s be the composite
m
ε // r // s
then πf = f and πg = ηε = g.

Corollary 4.7. Given n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s
h
−→ r in ∆op, there are maps n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s
h
−→ r in
∆op with π(f) = f , π(g) = g, π(h) = h.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 there is n′
f ′
−→ m′
g′
−→ s′ with π(f ′) = f , π(g′) = g. Let s
ε
−→ v
η
−→ r
be the mono-epi factorization in ∆op of h. Since ε is a map in ∆
op
mono, it is also a map
in ∆op. So there is map in ∆op given by the composite s′ → s
ε
−→ v, which is sent to ε
by π. Reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.6, there is v
η
−→ r with πη = η. Let s be
the pullback in ∆op
s //

v

s′ // s
ε // v
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By pulling back further we obtain
n
f //❴❴❴ m
g //❴❴❴ s
n′
OO
f ′
// m′
OO
g′
// s′
OO
n
OO
f
// m
OO
g
// s
OO
with πf = f , πg = g while h : s → r = r is given by the composite s → v
η
−→ r. By
construction, π(h) = h.

5. Fair 2-categories
We recall from [4] the category Fair2 of fair 2-categories. We start from a more
general notion. Let S be a coloured category with a notion of discrete object. Given
X : ∆op → S, denote
O = X• , A = X , U = X
and think of these as objects, arrows, weak identity arrows respectively.
Definition 5.1. A fair S-category is a colour-preserving functor X : ∆op → S, pre-
serving discrete objects and pullbacks over discrete objects.
Remark 5.2.
1) The object O is discrete. Taking • as the only discrete object in ∆op, the first
axiom says that X : ∆op → S preserves discrete objects.
2) The second axiom is the Segal condition. Let m+
•
n be the pushout in ∆op of
m← • → n. Then
Xm+
•
n
//

Xn

Xm // O
should be a pullback square. As a consequence, the restriction to either copy
of ∆opmono ⊂ ∆
op is a ∆opmono-diagram satisfying the Segal condition. Hence A
and U are each semicategories.
3) It is shown in [4] that in a fair S-category X = (O,A,U) the two maps U ⇒ O
coincide.
When S = Cat , fair S-categories are called fair 2-categories. There is a truncation
functor
p(1) : Fair2 → Cat
given by
(p(1)X)n = p(Xn)
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where p : Cat → Set is the isomorphism classes of objects functor. Given a, b ∈ X0,
let X(a, b) be the fiber at (a, b) of the map
X1
(∂0,∂1)
−−−−→ X0 ×X0 .
Definition 5.3. A morphism f : X → Y in Fair2 is a 2-equivalence if
(i) For all a, b ∈ X0, f(a,b) : X(a, b)→ Y (fa, fb) is an equivalence of categories.
(ii) p(1)f is an equivalence of categories.
Remark 5.4. As observed in [4, §3.1] to give a fair 2-category X it is enough to give
the following data:
a) A discrete category of objects O = X , a category of arrows A = X and a
category of weak units U = X together with a commuting diagram
O A
too
s
oo
U
OOOO
u
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
b) Semi-category structures on U // // O and A // // O such that
U // //

O
A // // O
is a semi-functor.
c) The maps U // // O as well as the composition maps
U×O A → A← A×O U , U×O U → U
are equivalences of categories.
The Segal condition (stating that X preserves discrete objects and pullbacks over
discrete objects) implies that the rest of the diagram can be constructed from a) and
b). The condition that X preserves colours is equivalent to c). In fact, the maps in c)
are all images of vertical map in ∆ and generate the category of vertical arrows in
∆. By the Segal condition and the fact that equivalences of categories are stable
under pullbacks over discrete objects, requiring the five maps in c) are equivalences
of categories is equivalent to requiring that every vertical map in ∆ is sent to an
equivalence of categories.
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We also observe that to give a morphism f : X → Y in Fair2 is equivalent to give
semi-functors
A // //

O

A′ //// O′
and U ////

O

U ′ // // O′
making the following diagram commute:
(A⇒ O) // (A′ ⇒ O′)
(U ⇒ O) //
OO
(U ′ ⇒ O′)
OO
Lemma 5.5. Let F : X → Y be a morphism in Fair2 which is levelwise equivalence
of categories (i.e. Fn is an equivalence of categories for all n ∈ ∆
op). Then F is a
2-equivalence.
Proof. Since X0, Y0 are discrete, F0 is an isomorphism. Thus
Y1 =
∐
a′,b′∈Y0
Y (a′, b′) ∼=
∐
Fa,F b
a,b∈X0
Y (Fa, Fb) .
SinceX1 =
∐
a,b∈X0
X(a, b) and F1 is an equivalence of categories, it follows thatX(a, b)→
Y (Fa, Fb) is an equivalence of categories for all a, b ∈ X0. Also, since Fn is an equiva-
lence of categories for all n ∈ ∆opmono, pFn = (p
(1)F )n is a bijection. Therefore p
(1)F is
an isomorphism. By definition, it follows that F is a 2-equivalence.

6. From weakly globular double categories to fair 2-categories
In this Section we construct the first half of the comparison between weakly globular
double categories and fair 2-categories, namely we build in Theorem 6.4 a functor
F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2. To achieve this, we prove in Proposition 6.3 that the essential
image of the functor Tr2 : Cat
2
wg → SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] which we recalled in Section 3
consists of Segalic pseudo-functors such that their restriction to ∆
op
mono is a functor.
We call these pseudo-functors strong Segalic pseudo-functors (Definition 6.1). This
property allows to construct from X ∈ Cat2wg a semi-category structure internal to Cat
with object of objects Xd0 and object of arrows X1. The corresponding fair 2-category
F2X has X
d
0 as category of objects, X1 as category of arrows and X0 as category of
weak units. The rest of the axioms of fair 2-category for F2X are checked using the
properties of weakly globular double categories for X .
6.1. Strong Segalic pseudo-functors. The inclusion functor
i : ∆
op
mono → ∆
op
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induces a functor
i∗ : Ps[∆
op
,Cat ]→ Ps[∆
op
mono,Cat ] .
Since SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] ⊂ Ps[∆
op
,Cat ] there is also a functor
i∗ : SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ]→ Ps[∆
op
mono,Cat ] .
Definition 6.1. A Segalic pseudo-functor X ∈ SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] is called strong if
i∗X is a functor from ∆
op
mono to Cat . A morphism of strong Segalic pseudo-functors
is a pseudo-natural transformation F in SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] such that i∗F is a natural
transformation in [∆
op
mono,Cat ]. We denote by SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] the category of strong
Segalic pseudo-functors, so that
i∗ : SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ]→ [∆
op
mono,Cat ] .
Remark 6.2.
a) We recall that an object Z of [∆
op
mono,Cat ] is a semi-simplicial object in Cat ;
that is, a sequence of objects Zi ∈ Cat (i ≥ 0) together with face operators ∂i :
Zn → Zn−1 (i = 0, . . . , n) satisfying the semi-simplicial identities ∂i∂j = ∂j−1∂i
if i < j.
b) Recall that a semi-category internal to Cat consists of a semi-simplicial ob-
ject Z ∈ [∆
op
mono,Cat ] such that the Segal maps Zk → Z1×Z0
k
· · ·×Z0 Z1 are
isomorphisms for all k ≥ 2.
The following property of weakly globular double categories was never observed
before, and it is crucial for building the functor F2 of Theorem 6.4.
Proposition 6.3. The restriction to Cat2wg ⊂ Ta
2
wg of the functor Tr2 : Ta
2
wg →
SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] in (3) is a functor
Tr2 : Cat
2
wg → SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ].
Proof. By definition of strong Segalic pseudo-functor, given X ∈ Cat2wg we need to
show that i∗Tr2X ∈ [∆
op
mono,Cat ] and that i
∗Tr2F is a natural transformation for each
morphism F in Cat2wg.
Let ∂i : Xn → Xn−1 be the face operators of X . By Remark 6.2 we need show that
∂′i = Tr2∂i : (Tr2X)n → (Tr2X)n−1 satisfy the semi-simplicial identities ∂
′
i∂
′
j = ∂
′
j−1∂
′
i
if i < j. By construction of Tr2 [8, Theorem 10.1.1]
(Tr2X)n =


Xd0 , n = 0;
X1, n = 1;
X1×Xd0
n
· · ·×Xd0 X1, n ≥ 2.
and Tr2X is built from X by transport of structure from the equivalences of categories
γ : X0 → X
d
0 = (Tr2X)0
Id : X1 → X1 = (Tr2X)1
µˆk : Xk = X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1 → X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1 = (Tr2X)k k ≥ 2
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where µˆk is the k
th induced Segal map of X . Since µˆk is injective on objects, its
pseudo-inverse νk satisfies
νkµˆk = id for k ≥ 2 .
By [8, Lemma 4.3.2] the face maps ∂′i : (Tr2X)k → (Tr2X)k−1 are given as follows:
i) For k = 1, i = 0, 1
∂′i = γ∂i : X1 → X
d
0 .
ii) For k = 2, i = 0, 1, 2
∂′i = ∂iν2 : X1×Xd0 X1 → X1 .
iii) For k > 2, i = 0, . . . , k
∂′i = µˆk−1∂iνk : X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1 → X1×Xd0
k−1
· · ·×Xd0 X1 .
We now verify the semi-simplicial identities when i < j:
a)
(Tr2X)2
∂′j
−→ (Tr2X)1
∂′i−→ (Tr2X)0
∂′i∂
′
j = γ∂i∂jν2 = γ∂j−1∂iν2 = ∂
′
j−1∂
′
i .
b)
(Tr2X)3
∂′j
−→ (Tr2X)2
∂′i−→ (Tr2X)1
∂′i∂
′
j = ∂iν2µˆ2∂jν3 = ∂i∂jν3 = ∂j−1∂iν3 = ∂j−1ν2µˆ2∂iν3 = ∂
′
j−1∂
′
i .
c) For k > 2
(Tr2X)k+1
∂′j
−→ (Tr2X)k
∂′i−→ (Tr2X)k−1
∂′i∂
′
j = µˆk−1∂iνkµˆk∂jνk+1 = µˆk−1∂i∂jνk+1 =
= µˆk−1∂j−1∂iνk+1 = µˆk−1∂j−1νkµˆk∂iνk+1 = ∂
′
j−1∂
′
i .
Thus Tr2X satisfies the semi-simplicial identities, hence Tr2X ∈ [∆
op
mono,Cat ].
Let F : X → Y be a morphism in Cat2wg. By [8, Lemma 4.3.2] Tr2F is given by
(Tr2F )k =


F d0 , k = 0
Id, k = 1
µˆk(F1, k. . ., F1)νk, k ≥ 2 .
Using the functoriality of F , the definition of ∂′i, the fact that F
d
0 γ = γF0 and νjµˆk = Id
we see that the following diagrams commute for all k ≥ 2:
X1
∂′i //
F1

Xd0
F d0

Y1
∂′i
// Y d0
X1×Xd0 X1
∂′i //
ν2

X1
Id

X1×X0 X1
∂i //
(F1,F1)

X1
F1

Y1×Y0 Y1 ∂i
//
µˆ2

Y1
Id

Y1×Y d0 Y1 ∂′i=∂iν2
// Y1
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X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1
µˆk−1∂iνk //
νk

X1×Xd0
k−1
· · ·×Xd0 X1
νk−1

X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1
∂i //
(F1, k...,F1) 
X1×X0
k−1
· · ·×X0 X1
(F1,k−1... ,F1)
Y1×Y0
k
· · ·×Y0 Y1
∂i //
µˆk

Y1×Y0
k−1
· · ·×Y0 Y1
µˆk−1

Y1×Y d0
k
· · ·×Y d0 Y1 µˆk−1∂iνk
// Y1×Y d0
k−1
· · ·×Y d0 Y1
In conclusion, for each k ≥ 0 and i = 0, . . . , k + 1 the following diagram commutes
(TrnX)k+1
∂′i //
(TrnF )k+1

(TrnX)k
(TrnF )k

(TrnY )k+1
∂′i
// (TrnY )k
This shows that TrnF is a natural transformation of functors in [∆
op
mono,Cat ]. 
6.2. The functor F2. We now prove the first main theorem of this paper, namely the
existence of a functor F2 from weakly globular double categories to fair 2-categories
that preserves 2-equivalences. In Proposition 6.9 we also compare X ∈ Cat2wg and
F2X ∈ Fair
2 by suitably modifying X to an object π˜∗X ∈ [∆op,Cat ] and by establishing
an equivalence S2(X) : F2(X) → π˜
∗X . These results will be used in Section 8 to
establish the equivalence after localization of Cat2wg and Fair
2 (Theorem 8.6).
Theorem 6.4. There is a functor
F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2
such that (F2X)0 = X
d
0 , p
(1)X = p(1)F2X and, for each a, b ∈ X
d
0 , X(a, b)
∼= F2X(a, b).
In particular, F2 sends 2-equivalences in Cat
2
wg to 2-equivalences in Fair
2.
Proof. Let X ∈ Cat2wg. Define
(F2X) = X
d
0 , (F1X) = X1, (F2X) = X0
together with the commuting diagram
Xd0 X1
γ∂0oo
γ∂1
oo
X0
γ
OO
γ
OO
σ0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
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where ∂0, ∂1 : X1 → X0 (resp. σ0 : X0 → X1) are the face (resp. degeneracy) operators
in X .
By Proposition 6.3, i∗Tr2X ∈ [∆
op
mono,Cat ] with
(i∗Tr2X)k =


Xd0 , k = 0
X1, k = 1
X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1, k > 1 .
Thus by Remark 6.2 b), i∗Tr2X is a semi-category object internal to Cat . When
restricted to X0

 σ0 // X1 , this becomes a semi-category structure internal to Cat
X0×Xd0 X0
// X0
γ //
γ
// Xd0 .
Note that since, when restricted to X0, all face operators in X become identities, all
the maps X0×Xd0 X0 → X0 are equal to ν2 and, for each k ≥ 2, all the maps
X0×Xd0
k+1
· · ·×Xd0 X0 → X0×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X0
are equal to µˆkνk+1. We also have a semi-functor
· · ·X0×Xd0 X0×Xd0 X0
// //////
(σ0,σ0,σ0)

X0×Xd0 X0
//////
(σ0,σ0)

X0
// //
σ0

Xd0
Id

· · ·X1×Xd0 X1×Xd0 X1
//////// X1×Xd0 X1
////// X1
// // Xd0
Since X0 ∈ Cathd, γ : X0 → X
d
0 is an equivalence of categories. By Remark 6.2 to
prove that F2X ∈ Fair
2 it remains to show that the composition maps
X0×Xd0 X0 → X0, X0×Xd0 X1 → X1, X1×Xd0 X0 → X1
are equivalence of categories. As noted above, all maps X0×Xd0 X0 → X0 are equal to
ν2, so in particular the composition map is an equivalence of categories.
Consider the commuting diagram
X0×Xd0 X1
(σ0,Id) // X1×Xd0 X1
cν2 // X1
X1 = X0×X0 X1 (σ0,Id)
//
µˆ2
OO
X1×X0 X1 c
//
µˆ2
OO
X1
Id
OO
Note that the bottom morphism is c(σ0, Id) = Id : X1 → X1. Since µˆ2 is an equivalence
of categories, it follows that such is cν2(σ0, Id) : X0×Xd0 X1 → X1. The case for the
map cν2(Id, σ0) : X1×Xd0 X0 → X1 is completely similar. In conclusion, F2X ∈ Fair
2.
If f : X → Y is a morphism in Cat2wg, by Proposition 6.3 i
∗Tr2f is a natural
transformation in [∆
op
mono,Cat ]. Thus there is a semi-functor A(f) : A(X)→ A(Y ):
· · ·X1×Xd0 X1×Xd0 X1
////////
(f1,f1,f1)

X1×Xd0 X1
//////
(f1,f1)

X1
////
f1

Xd0
fd0

· · ·Y1×Y d0 Y1×Y d0 Y1
//////// Y1×Y d0 Y1
// //// Y1
// // Y d0
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which restricts to a semi-functor U(X)→ U(Y ):
· · ·X0×Xd0 X0×Xd0 X0
// //////

X0×Xd0 X0
//////

X0
////

Xd0

· · ·Y0×Y d0 Y0×Y d0 Y0
//////// Y0×Y d0 Y0
// //// Y0
// // Y d0
making the following diagram in [∆
op
mono,Cat ] commute:
A(X)
A(f)
// A(Y )
U(X)
OO
U(f)
// U(Y )
OO
By Remark 6.2 it follows that F2f is a morphism in Fair
2. By construction, (p(1)F2X)k =
p(1)Xk for all k ≥ 0, so that p
(1)F2X = p
(1)X and, for all a, b ∈ Xd0 , (F2X)(a, b) =
X(a, b). It follows that a 2-equivalence in Cat2wg is sent by F2 to a 2-equivalence in
Fair2. 
We next want to relate F2X andX . For this purpose, we first note thatX ∈ Cat
2
wg ⊂
[∆
op
,Cat ] gives rise to an object of [∆op,Cat ] closely related to X , as illustrated in the
following definitions and lemma.
Definition 6.5. Let π∗ : [∆
op
,Cat ] → [∆op,Cat ] be induced by π : ∆op → ∆op. That
is, for each X ∈ [∆
op
,Cat ], (π∗X)n = Xpi(n) = Xn, where π(n) = n.
Definition 6.6. Let π˜∗ : Cat2wg → [∆
op,Cat ] be given by
(π˜∗X)n =
{
(π∗X)n, if n 6= 0
Xd0 , if n = 0 .
where the maps (π˜∗X)1 = X1 ⇒ (π˜
∗X)0 = X
d
0 are γ∂i i = 0, 1 and the maps (π˜
∗X) =
X0 ⇒ (π˜
∗X)0 = X
d
0 are both equal to γ. All other maps (π˜
∗X)n → (π˜
∗X)m are as in
(π∗X)n → (π
∗X)m.
Remark 6.7. It is immediate that π˜∗X can be obtained from π∗X by transport of
structure along the equivalences of categories (π˜∗X)k ≃ (π
∗X)k given by γ
′ : Xd0 → X0
for k = 0 and id for k > 0. Therefore by Lemma 2.2 there is a pseudo-natural trans-
formation π˜∗X → π∗X in Ps[∆op,Cat ] which is a levelwise equivalence of categories.
Lemma 6.8. Let F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2 be as in Theorem 6.4.
a) For each n ∈ ∆op and X ∈ Cat2wg, there is an equivalence of categories Xn →
(F2X)n (where n = π(n)) which is injective on objects whenever n 6= 0.
b) For each X ∈ Cat2wg and n ∈ ∆
op there is an injective equivalence of categories
zn : (π˜
∗X)n → (F2X)n . (15)
Proof. a) When n = π(n) = n ∈ ∆op, this is immediate from the definition of F2 and
the fact that X ∈ Cat2wg.
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If n ∈ ∆op with n 6= 0, π(n) = 0 and n has one link of lenght n1, it is (F2X)n =
X0×Xd0
n1
· · ·×Xd0 X0. Thus the induced Segal map condition for X gives an injective
equivalence of categories
(π˜∗X)n = Xpi(n) = X0 = X0×X0
n1
· · ·×X0 X0 → X0×Xd0
n1
· · ·×Xd0 X0 = (F2X)n .
If n ∈ ∆op has two links of length n1, n2 and π(n) = 1, it is
(F2X)n = X0×Xd0 X0
n1
· · ·X0×Xd0 X1×Xd0 X0
n2
· · ·X0×Xd0 X0
so the induced Segal map condition for X gives an injective equivalence of categories
(π˜∗X)n = Xpi(n) = X1 = X0×X0 X0
n1
· · ·X0×X0 X1×X0 X0
n2
· · ·X0×X0 X0 →
→ X0×Xd0 X0
n1
· · ·X0×Xd0 X1×Xd0 X0
n2
· · ·X0×Xd0 X0 = (F2X)n .
As in Remark 4.2, let n ∈ ∆ with n = π(n) ≥ 2 have links at j1, . . . , jt with 0 ≤ j1 <
· · · < jt ≤ n of length n1, . . . , nt with s = n + n1 + · · · + nt, n = j1 + · · · + jt. By
construction of F2,
(F2X)n = X1×Xd0
j1
· · ·×Xd0 X0×Xd0
n1
· · ·×Xd0 X1×Xd0
j2
· · ·×Xd0 X1×Xd0 · · ·
Since F2X ∈ Fair
2, there is equivalence of categories
νs : (F2X)n →X1×Xd0
j1
· · ·×Xd0 X0×Xd0
n1
· · ·×Xd0 X1×Xd0
j2
· · · ≃
≃X1×X0
s−(n1+···+nt)
· · · ×X0 X1 = X1×X0
n
· · ·×X0 X1 = Xn
with inverse µˆs such that νsµˆs = Id.
b) This follows from a) and the fact that (F2X)0 = X
d
0 = (π˜
∗X)0.

The following proposition, together with Theorem 6.4, will be crucially used in the
proof of the main result Theorem 8.6.
Proposition 6.9. Let F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2 be as in Theorem 6.4 and π˜∗ as in Definition
6.6. There is a natural transformation S2(X) : F2(X)→ π˜
∗X in [∆op,Cat ] which is a
levelwise equivalence of categories.
Proof. For each n ∈ ∆op, (S2(X))n is given by the pseudo-inverse to the equivalence of
categories zn in (15).
Let f : n→ m be a map in ∆op. We claim that the map (F2X)n → (F2X)m is given
by the composite
(F2X)n
(S2X)n
−−−−→ (π˜∗X)n
p˜i∗f
−−→ (π˜∗X)m
zm
−→ (F2X)m . (16)
In fact, by the construction of F2 in the proof of Theorem 6.4, the structure of F2X as
a diagram in [∆op,Cat ] is determined by the following maps:
a) The maps giving the semi-category structures
(F2X) = X1×Xd0 X1 → X1 = (F2X) ⇒ X
d
0 = (F2X)
(F2X) = X0×Xd0 X0 → X0 = (F2X) ⇒ X
d
0 = (F2X)
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which are given by the composites
X1×Xd0 X1
ν2−→ X1×X0 X1
c
−→ X1
X0×Xd0 X0
ν2−→ X0×X0 X0 = X0
b) The maps
(F2X) = X0×Xd0 X1 → X1 = (F2X)
(F2X) = X1×Xd0 X0 → X1 = (F2X)
which are given as composites
X0×Xd0 X1
ν2−→ X0×X0 X1 = X1
X1×Xd0 X0
ν2−→ X0×X0 X0 = X0 .
We see that the maps in a) and b) satisfy (16). Since all other maps (F2X)n →
(F2X)m are determined by these, they also satisfy (16). This proves the claim,
so that
F2X(f) = zm(π˜∗f)(S2X)n .
Since by Proposition 6.9 zn is an injective equivalence, (S2X)nzn = Id for all
n ∈ ∆op. Therefore the following diagram commutes
(F2X)n
F2X(f)
//
(S2X)n

(F2X)m
(S2X)m

(π˜∗X)n
p˜i∗f
// (π˜∗X)m
since
(S2X)m(F2X)(f) = (S2X)mzm(π˜∗f)(S2X)n = (π˜∗f)(S2X)n .
This shows that S2X : F2X → π˜∗X is a natural transformation in [∆
op,Cat ].

7. Weakly globular fair 2-categories
In this Section we introduce the category of Segalic pseudo-functors from ∆op to Cat
and the category Fair2wg of weakly globular fair 2-categories, and we show in Theorem
7.7 that they are related by the strictification of pseudo-functors. We also introduce
in Lemma 7.8 a functor D : Fair2wg → Fair
2 which preserves 2-equivalences. These
constructions and results will be used only in the next Section in the proof of our last
and main result Theorem 8.6. This Section may therefore be skipped at first reading.
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7.1. Segalic pseudo-functors from ∆op to Cat . Let H ∈ Ps[∆op,Cat ] be such that
H0 is discrete. Let k ∈ ∆
k = 1
∐
[0]
k+n1,+··· ,+nt. . .
∐
[0]
1
be as in Remark 4.2. Let νi : Hk → H1 (i = 1, . . . , s) be given as follows. If 1 = [1], νi
is induced by the map [1]→ k sending 0 to i− 1 and 1 to i, where we re-labeled the s
vertices of k. For example if k ∈ ∆ (with π(k) = 4, n1 = 1, n2 = 1) is
•
•
•
•
•
•
then we re-label the 4 + 2 = 6 vertices as
5 •
4 •
3 •
2 •
1 •
0 •
Below we draw pictures of the maps νi = [1]→ k for i = 1, . . . , 5:
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • • • •
• • •
tttttt • •
✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞ • •
✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎ • •
✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ •
• • •
tttttt • •
✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞ • •
✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎✎ • •
✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓✓ •
ν1 ν2 ν3 ν4 ν5
If 1 = 0(1) = , there are maps Hk → H1 induced by the maps 1 → k as follows. For
each block of nj links (1 ≤ j ≤ t) each map sends to a consecutive link, as follows
...
...
...
• • •
• • •
• • • · · ·
• • •
✉✉✉✉✉✉ • •
✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟✟ •
• • •
tttttt • •
✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞✞ •
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so there are n1 + · · · + nt maps 1 → k. Since H0 is discrete, the following diagram
commutes
Hk
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥

++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
H
1
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
H
1
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
##●
●●
●●
●●
●
· · · H
1
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
H0 H0 H0 · · · H0 H0
Therefore there are Segal maps
ηk = Hk → H1×H0
s
· · ·×H0 H1 (17)
where k = π(k) and s = k + n1 + · · ·+ nt.
Definition 7.1. The category SegPs[∆op,Cat ] of Segalic pseudo-functors from ∆op to
Cat is the full subcategory of Ps[∆op,Cat ] whose objects H are such that
i) H0 is discrete
ii) For each k ∈ ∆op with π(k) = k ≥ 2, the Segal maps (17) are isomorphisms.
iii) The maps
H ⇒ H0, H ×H0 H1 → H1 ← H1×H0 H , H ×H0 H → H
which are images of
(18)
are equivalences of categories.
Remark 7.2. From the definitions, ifX ∈ Fair2, then X ∈ SegPs[∆op,Cat ]. In fact the
inclusion [∆op,Cat ] ⊂ Ps[∆op,Cat ] restricts to the inclusion Fair2 ⊂ SegPs[∆op,Cat ].
Recall [10] that the functor 2-category [∆op,Cat ] is 2-monadic over [ob(∆op),Cat ].
Let U : [∆op,Cat ]→ [ob(∆op),Cat ] be the forgetful functor; then its left adjoint is
(FY )k =
∐
r∈ob(∆op)
∆op(r, k)× Yr
for Y ∈ [ob(∆op),Cat ], k ∈ ∆op.
Let T the monad corresponding to the adjunction F ⊣ U . Then the pseudo T -algebra
corresponding to H ∈ Ps[∆op,Cat ] has structure map h : TUH → H as follows:
(TUH)k =
∐
r∈∆
∆(k, r)×Hr =
∐
r∈∆
∐
∆(k,r)
Hr .
If f ∈ ∆(k, r), let
ir :
∐
∆(k,r)
Hr →
∐
r∈∆
∐
∆(k,r)
Hr = (TUH)r
jf : Hr →
∐
∆(k,r)
Hr
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be the coproduct inclusions, then
hkirjf = H(f) .
Lemma 7.3. Let U, T, F be as above. Let H ∈ SegPs[∆op,Cat ]. Then
a) There are functors ∂′0, ∂
′
1 : (TUH)1 ⇒ (TUH)0 making the following diagram
commute:
(TUH)
1
h
1 //
∂′0

∂′1

H
1
∂0

∂1

(TUH)0
h0
// H0
(19)
that is, ∂ih1 = h0∂
′
i i = 0, 1.
b) For each k ∈ ∆ as in Remark 4.2 with k = π(k) ≥ 2, and s = k+ n1 + · · ·+ nt
(TUH)k ∼= (TUH)1×(TUH)0
s
· · ·×(TUH)0 (TUH)1 .
c) For each k ∈ ∆ with k ≥ 2 the morphism hk : (TUH)k → Hk is given by
hk = (h1, . . . , h1) .
Proof.
a) Let δi : [0]→ 1, i = 0, 1 be as in Remark 4.2. Let
∂′i : (TUH)1 → (TUH)0 i = 0, 1
be the functor determined by
∂′iirjf = irjfδi
where f ∈ ∆(k, r). Then
h0∂
′
iirjf = h0irjfδi = H(fδi)
∂ih1irjf = H(δi)H(f) .
Since H ∈ Ps[∆op,Cat ] and H0 is discrete, it follows that H(fδi) = H(δi)H(f)
so that, from above, h0∂
′
iirjf = ∂ih1irjf . We conclude that h0∂
′
i = ∂ih1.
b) From the proof of a), the functors
∂′i : (TUH)1 → (TUH)0
for i = 0, 1 are determined by the functors
(δi, Id) : ∆(1, r)×Hr → ∆(0, r)×Hr
where δi(g) = gδi for g ∈ ∆(1, r) and
(TUH)k =
∐
r∈∆
∆(1, r)×Hr
(TUH)0 =
∐
r∈∆
∆(0, r)×Hr
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Using the bijection (5) in Remark 4.2 it follows that
(TUH)
1
×(TUH)0
s
· · ·×(TUH)0 (TUH)1 =
=
∐
r∈∆
{∆(1, r)×∆(0,r)
s
· · ·×∆(0,r) ∆(1, r)} ×Hr =
= ∆
r∈∆
(k, r)×Hr = (TUH)k .
This proves b).
c) From above, for each f ∈ ∆(k, r), hkirjf = H(f). Let f correspond to δ1, . . . , δs
in the bijection (5) in Section 4.1. Then jf = (jδ1, . . . , jδs). Since by hypothesis
Hk ∼= H1×H0
s
· · ·×H0 H1
H(f) corresponds to (H(δ1), . . . , H(δs)) with piH(f) = H(δi). Then for all f
we have
hkirjf = (H(δ1), . . . , H(δs)) =
= (h
1
irjδ1 , . . . , h1irjδs) = (h1, . . . , h1)irjf .
It follows that hk = (h1, . . . , h1).

7.2. Weakly globular fair 2-categories. We now introduce the category Fair2wg of
weakly globular fair 2-categories. This is a weakly globular version of Fair2. We
replace the discrete object X0 with a homotopically discrete X0 ∈ Cathd while retaining
the strict Segal condition. This gives semi-category structures (internal to Cat ) to
X1 ⇒ X0 and to X ⇒ X0. The set underlying the discrete category X
d
0 plays the
role of ’set of objects’. By analogy with the category Cat2wg, we require induce Segal
maps conditions. In Lemma 7.8 we show that this allows to obtain semi-category
structures on X1 ⇒ X
d
0 and X ⇒ X
d
0 and thus build a functor D : Fair
2
wg → Fair
2
which discretizes X0 to X
d
0 .
The main property of the category Fair2wg is that it arises as strictification of Segalic
pseudo-functors from ∆op to Cat (see Theorem 7.7) in a way formally analogous to how
Cat2wg arises as strictification of Segalic pseudo-functors from ∆
op to Cat (see Theorem
3.16).
Definition 7.4. The category Fair2wg of weakly globular fair 2-categories is the full
subcategory of [∆op,Cat ] whose objects X are such that
a) X0 ∈ Cathd.
b) All Segal maps are isomorphisms: for all k ∈ ∆op with π(k) ≥ 2, k, as in
Remark 4.2 and s = k + n1 + · · ·+ nt,
Xk ∼= X1×X0
s
· · ·×X0 X1 .
c) The induced Segal maps (where k and s are as in b))
X
1
×X0
s
· · ·×X0 X1 → X1×Xd0
s
· · ·×Xd0 X1
are equivalences of categories.
d) X preserves colours.
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It is clear that Fair2 ⊂ Fair2wg. As in the case of Fair
2 the Segal condition for X ∈
Fair2wg means that the restriction to either copy of ∆mono ⊂ ∆ is a ∆
op
mono-diagram
that satisfies the Segal condition. Hence X1 ⇒ X0 and X ⇒ X0 are each semi-
category objects in Cat , that is they carry associative composition operations over X0.
The Segal condition means that the rest of the diagram can be constructed from the
triangle
X0 X1
oooo
X
??⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦⑦
OOOO
provided that X → X1 is a semi-functor (that is, compatible with compositions in X
and X1).
The preservation of colours is equivalent to requiring that the maps
X ⇒ X0, X ×X0 X1 → X1 ← X1×X0 X , X ×X0 X → X .
which are in the images of the map (18) (see Definition 7.1) are equivalences of cate-
gories.
There is a functor p(1) : Fair2wg → Cat given by (p
(1)X)k = pXk for all k ∈ ∆
op
mono and
X ∈ Fair2wg. In fact, by the induced Segal map condition and the fact that p preserves
pullbacks over discrete objects, for all k ≥ 2
(p(1)X)k = p(X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1)
∼= p(X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1) =
= pX1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 pX1 .
So all Segal maps of p(1)X are isomorphisms, hence, using the notation of Remark 3.2,
p(1)X ∈ Cat .
Given X ∈ Fair2wg and a, b ∈ X
d
0 , we denote by X(a, b) ⊂ X1 the fiber at (a, b) of the
map
X1
(∂0,∂1)
−−−−→ X0 ×X0
γ×γ
−−→ Xd0 ×X
d
0 .
Definition 7.5. A morphism F : X → Y in Fair2wg is a 2-equivalence if
(i) For all a, b ∈ Xd0 , F (a, b) : X(a, b)→ Y (Fa, Fb) is an equivalence of categories.
(ii) p(1)F is an equivalence of categories.
Remark 7.6. Let X ∈ Cat2wg and π
∗X ∈ [∆op,Cat ] be as in Definition 6.5. We note
that π∗X ∈ Fair2wg. In fact (π
∗X)1 = X1 ⇒ X0 = (π
∗X0) has a semi-category structure
since X ∈ Cat2wg. The semi-category structure on (π
∗X) = X0 ⇒ X0 = (π
∗X)0 is the
discrete one. By the weak globularity condition, X0 ∈ Cathd. The remaining conditions
in the definition of Fair2wg follow from the induced Segal map condition for X ∈ Cat
2
wg.
Since Fair2 ⊂ Fair2wg and, if X ∈ Cat
2
wg, π
∗X ∈ Fair2wg, we can consider Fair
2
wg as a
common generalization of both Fair2 and Cat2wg.
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We now reconcile the notions of weakly globular fair 2-category and of Segalic
pseudo-functor through the strictification functor (the latter is as in Section 2.1). The
proof of the following theorem is formally analogous to the one of Theorem 3.16.
Theorem 7.7. The strictification functor
St : Ps[∆op,Cat ]→ [∆op,Cat ]
restricts to a functor
St : SegPs[∆op,Cat ]→ Fair2wg
Further, for eachH ∈ SegPs[∆op,Cat ] there is a pseudo-natural transformation StH →
H whose components are equivalences of categories.
Proof. From [10], to construct the strictification L = StH of the pseudo-functor H we
need to factorize h : TUH → UH as h = gv in such a way that, for each k ∈ ∆op, hk
factorizes as
(TUH)k
vk
−→ Lk
gk
−→ (UH)k = Hk
with vk bijective on objects and gk fully and faithful. As explained on [10], gk is in fact
an equivalence of categories.
Since the bijective on objects and the fully faithful functors form a factorization
system in Cat , the commutativity of (19) in Lemma 7.3 implies that there are functors
di : L1 ⇒ L0 i = 0, 1
such that the following diagram commutes:
(TUH)
1
//
∂′0

∂′1

L
1
//
d0

d1

H
1
∂0

∂1

(TUH)0 // L0 // H0
By Lemma 7.3 hk factorizes as
(TUH)k ∼= (TUH)1×(TUH)0
s
· · ·×(TUH)0 (TUH)1
(v
1
...v
1
)
−−−−→
L1×L0
s
· · ·×L0 L1
(g
1...g1)
−−−−→ H
1
×H0
s
· · ·×H0 H1 .
Since v
1
and v0 are bijective on objects, so is (v1 . . . v1). Since g1, g0 are fully faithful,
so is (g
1...g1). Therefore the above is the required factorization of hk and we conclude
that
Lk ∼= L1×L0
s
· · ·×L0 L1 .
By [10], g : L → H is a pseudo-natural transformation with gk an equivalence of
categories for all k ∈ ∆op. In particular, H
1
≃ L
1
. Since H0 is discrete, we have
Hk ∼= H1×H0
s
· · ·×H0 H1 ≃ L1×H0
s
· · ·×H0 L1 .
On the other hand, from above
Hk ≃ Lk ∼= L1×L0
s
· · ·×L0 L1 .
In conclusion we obtain an equivalence of categories
L
1
×L0
s
· · ·×L0 L1 ≃ L1×H0
s
· · ·×H0 L1
∼= L
1
×Ld0
s
· · ·×Ld0 L1 .
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Since L → H is a pseudo-natural transformation, from the above the following dia-
grams pseudo-commute:
L ////

L0

H //// H0
L ×L0 L //

L

H ×H0 H // H
L ×L0 L1 //

L1

L1×L0 Loo

H ×H0 H1 // H1 H1×H0 Loo
Since H ∈ SegPs[∆op,Cat ], the bottom maps are equivalences of categories. The
vertical maps are also equivalences of categories since L→ H is a levelwise equivalence.
It follows that the top maps are also equivalences of categories. This completes the
proof that L ∈ Fair2wg. 
Lemma 7.8. There is a functor
D : Fair2wg → Fair
2
sending 2-equivalences in Fair2wg to 2-equivalences in Fair
2. Further, if X ∈ Fair2,
DX = X.
Proof. For each k ∈ ∆opmono, define
(DX)k =


Xd0 , k = 0
X1, k = 1
X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1, k > 1 .
We also define the composite maps (for k ≥ 2)
X1
∂i−→ X0
γ
−→ Xd0
X1×Xd0 X1
ν2−→ X1×X0 X1
∂i−→ X1
X1×Xd0
k+1
· · ·×Xd0 X1
νk+1
−−→ X1×X0
k+1
· · ·×X0 X1
∂i−→
→ X1×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X1
µˆk−→ X1×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X1
(20)
Since X ∈ Fair2wg, X1 ⇒ X0 has a semi-category structure and µˆk is an injective
equivalence of categories. Thus, reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, the maps
(20) define a semi-category structure on X1 ⇒ X
d
0 . Let (DX) = X and define the
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composite maps (for k ≥ 2)
X
∂i−→ X0
γ
−→ Xd0
X ×Xd0 X
ν2−→ X ×X0 X
∂i−→ X
X ×Xd0
k+1
· · ·×Xd0 X
νk+1
−−→ X ×X0
k+1
· · ·×X0 X
∂i−→
→ X ×X0
k
· · ·×X0 X
µˆk−→ X ×Xd0
k
· · ·×Xd0 X
(21)
Since X ∈ Fair2wg, X ⇒ X0 has a semi-category structure and µˆk is an injective
equivalence. Thus, reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, the maps (21) define a
semi-category structure on X ⇒ Xd0 . Since X ∈ Fair
2
wg, there is a semi-functor
X ×X0 X //

X

//// X0
X1×X0 X1 // X1
// // X0
It follows that the following diagram commutes:
X ×Xd0 X
//
ν2

X //// X0 // X
d
0
X ×X0 X //

X

//// X0 // X
d
0
X1×X0 X1 //
µˆ2

X1
// // X0 // X
d
0
X1×Xd0 X1
// X1
// // X0 // X
d
0
That is, there is a semi-functor
X ////

Xd0

X1
// // Xd0
By Remark 5.4 to show thatDX ∈ Fair2 it remains to show that the maps X //// Xd0
as well as the composition maps
X ×Xd0 X
// X
X ×Xd0 X1
// X1 X1×Xd0 X
oo
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are equivalences of categories. This follows from the fact that X ∈ Fair2wg and from the
commutativity of the diagram
X ×Xd0 X
//

X
X ×X0 X
::tttttttttttttt
X ×Xd0 X1
//

X1 X1×Xd0 X

oo
X ×X0 X1
::tttttttttttttt
X1×X0 X
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
From the definitions it is straightforward that for each X ∈ Fair2wg p
(1)X = p(1)DX .
Further, for each a, b ∈ Xd0
X(a, b) = DX(a, b) .
It follows that D sends 2-equivalence to 2-equivalences. It is straightforward from the
definition that if X ∈ Fair2, DX = X .

8. From fair 2-categories to weakly globular double categories
In this Section we construct the functor R2 : Fair
2 → Cat2wg. This functor factors
through the category of strong Segalic pseudo-functors SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] and the func-
tor from fair 2-categories to the latter is built in Proposition 8.3.
We then prove our main result, Theorem 8.6, stating that the functor R2 : Fair
2 →
Cat2wg and the functor F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2 of Section 6 induce an equivalence after
localization with respect to the 2-equivalences. The proof of this theorem uses the
notions and results of Section 7.
8.1. The functor R2. The following lemma and proposition describe some new prop-
erties of the category Fair2. They will be used in the proof of Proposition 8.3 in building
strong Segalic pseudo-functors from fair 2-categories.
Lemma 8.1. Let π : ∆→ ∆ be as in (4). For each k ∈ ∆ and X ∈ Fair2 there is an
equivalence of categories
αk : Xpi(k) ⇆ Xk : βk (22)
such that βkαk = Id.
Proof. We distinguish various cases:
i) Let k ∈ ∆mono, then π(k) = k and αk = Id.
ii) Let k = , so Xk = U , Xpi(k) = O. Since X ∈ Fair
2 there is an equivalence of
categories βk : U → O, with pseudo-inverse αk. Since O is discrete, βkαk = Id.
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iii) Let k be a link of lenght s, so Xk = U×O
s
· · ·×O U for s ∈ ∆mono, s ≥ 2,
Xpi(k) = O×O
s
· · ·×O O = O. Since X ∈ Fair
2 there is an equivalence of
categories βk = (β , · · ·β ), with pseudo-inverse αk = (α , · · ·α ). Therefore
βkαk = Id.
iv) Let k = so that Xk = A×O U and Xpi(k) = X = A×O O. Since pullbacks
in Cat over discrete objects are equivalent to pseudo-pullbacks, there is an
equivalence of categories βk = (Id, β ) with pseudo-inverse αk = (Id, α ). By
ii), βkαk = Id.
v) Let k = , so Xk = U×O A. This case is completely similar to iv).
vi) By the Segal condition, for every other k ∈ ∆, Xk is an iterated pullback over O
of either A×O U , U×O A, U×O
s
· · ·×O U for s ∈ ∆mono, s ≥ 2 or A×O
r
· · ·×O A
for r ∈ ∆mono, r ≥ 2, while Xpi(k) is the same iterated pullback over O of
A×O O = A, O×O A = A, O×O
s
· · ·×O O = O and A×O
r
· · ·×O A. The
map βk is thus given by (Id, β ), (β , Id), (β , · · ·β ), Id respectively on each
component, with pseudo-inverse (Id, α ), (α , Id),(α , · · ·α ), Id respectively on
each component. By iii), iv) and v), βkαk = Id.

Proposition 8.2. Let f : n→ m and f ′ : n′ → m′ be maps in ∆op with πf = πf ′ and
let αk, βk for each k ∈ ∆ be as in Lemma 8.1. Then, if X ∈ Fair
2,
βmX(f)αn = βm′ X(f
′)αn′ .
Proof. Let m
η
−→ r
ε
−→ n, εη = f and m′
η′
−→ r′
ε′
−→ n′, ε′η′ = f ′ be maps in ∆ as in
Lemma 4.3. By Lemma 4.5 there are commuting diagrams
Xn
X(ε)
// Xr
Xn(m) t
//
sn
OO
Xr(m)
sr
OO
Xn
X(ε)
88
γn
AA✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂✂
Xn′
X(ε′)
77
γn′
^^❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
Xr
γr
AA✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄✄
Xr′
γr′
]]❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁❁
(23)
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and
Xm
Xr(m)
wm
OO
Xr
γr
<<②②②②②②②②
X(η)

Xr′
γr′
bb❋❋❋❋❋❋❋❋
X(η′)

Xm
γm
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛☛
Xm′
γm′
YY✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹✹
(24)
Let vn : Xn → Xn(m) be a pseudo-inverse to sn with snvn = Id. Let δn : Xn(m) → Xn,
δn′ : Xn(m) → Xn′ be the pseudo-inverses to γn, γn′, γr, γr′ respectively, with γnδn = Id,
γn′δn′ = Id, γrδr = Id, γr′δr′ = Id. Let
αn = δnvn, αn′ = δn′vn .
Then
γnαn = γnδnvn = vn
γn′αn′ = γn′δn′vn = vn .
(25)
Since X(f) = X(η)X(ε), from (23), (24) and (25) we obtain
βmX(f)αn = wmγmX(η)X(ε)αn = wmγrX(ε)αn = wmtγnαn = wmtvn.
Similarly, since X(f ′) = X(η′)X(ε′), from (23), (24) and (25) we obtain
βm′X(f
′)αn′ = wmγm′X(η
′)X(ε′)αn′ = wmγr′X(ε
′)αn′ = wmtγn′αn′ = wmtvn.
In conclusion
βmX(f)αn = βm′X(f
′)αn′ = wmtvn.

Proposition 8.3. There is a functor
T2 : Fair
2 → SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ]
such that, for eachX ∈ Fair2, (T2X)0 = X0, (T2X)1 = X1 and (T2X)r = X1×X0
r
· · ·×X0X1
for r ≥ 2.
Proof. Since X ∈ Fair2, X ∈ [∆
op
,Cat ]. Note that if k ∈ ∆op, π(k) ∈ ∆
op
mono ⊂ ∆
op.
By Lemma 2.2 we can therefore use transport of structure on X along the equivalences
of categories (22) to build a pseudo-functor t2X ∈ Ps[∆
op,Cat ] with
(t2X)k = Xpi(k)
for all k ∈ ∆op. Given f : n→ m in ∆op, the map t2f : Xpi(n) → Xpi(m) is given by the
composite
Xpi(n)
αn
−→ Xn
X(f)
−−−→ Xm
βm
−→ Xpi(m) .
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Given morphisms n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s in ∆op, the 2-cell
Xpi(n) Xpi(m) Xpi(s)
t2f
⇓
t2(gf)
t2g
is obtained by the following pasting diagram, where ϕm : αmβm ⇒ Id is the counit in
the adjoint equivalence (αm, βm):
Xpi(n) Xpi(m) Xpi(s)
Xn Xm Xm Xs
t2f
αn
t2g
αm
X(f)
X(gf)
βm
Id
ww
X(g)
βs (26)
Given Idn : n→ n in ∆
op, the 2-cell
Xpi(n)
t2(Idpi(n)) //
αn

Xpi(n)
Xn
Id // Xn
βn
OO
(27)
is the identity since βnαn = Id by Lemma 8.1. Note that, where restricted to ∆
op
mono,
t2X is a functor satisfying the strict Segal condition, and if f : n → m is a map in
∆
op
mono, since f = π(f), it is t2f = X(f).
We now construct from t2X ∈ Ps[∆
op,Cat ] a pseudo-functor T2X ∈ SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ].
For each n ∈ ∆op, (T2X)n = (t2X)n. Given f : n → m in ∆
op, choose f : n → m in
∆op such that πf = f and let
T2X(f) = t2X(f).
We claim that this is well defined. In fact, given f ′ : n′ → m′ in ∆op with πf = πf ′,
by Proposition 8.2 it is
t2X(f) = βmX(f)αn = βm′X(f
′)αn′ = t2X(f
′) .
Given maps n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s in ∆op, by Lemma 4.3 there are maps n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s in ∆op
with π(f) = f and π(g) = g, π(gf) = gf so that T2X(gf) = t2(X(g f)). The 2-cell
T2X(g)T2X(f)⇒ T2X(gf)
is thus as in (26) and similarly for the 2-cell (27).
Given maps n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s
h
−→ r in ∆op, by Lemma 4.3 there are maps n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s
h
−→ r
in ∆op with π(f) = f , π(g) = g, π(h) = h. By construction
T2X(hgf) = t2X(h g f)
T2X(hg)T2X(f) = t2X(h g)t2X(f)
T2X(h)T2X(gf) = t2X(h)t2(X(g f)
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Thus, since t2 is a pseudo-functor, we have the following coherence diagrams
T2Xn T2Xr
T2Xm T2Xs
T2X(hgf)
T2X(gf)
⇑T2X(f)
T2X(g)
⇑ T2X(h) ≡
T2Xn T2Xr
T2Xm T2Xs
T2X(hgf)
⇑
T2X(f)
T2X(hg)
T2X(g)
⇑
T2X(h)
Since the 2-cell (27) is the identity, there are no further coherence axioms to check. In
conclusion, T2X ∈ Ps[∆
op,Cat ]. By construction, T2X ∈ SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ].

We can now define our second main comparison functor, from fair 2-categories to
weakly globular double categories.
Definition 8.4. Let R2 : Fair
2 → Cat2wg be the composite
Fair2
T2−→ SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ]
St
−→ Cat2wg ,
where T2 is as in Proposition 8.3 and St is the restriction to SSegPs[∆
op
,Cat ] of the
functor St : SegPs[∆
op
,Cat ]→ Cat2wg of Theorem 3.16.
8.2. The main result. We finally reach our main result, Theorem 8.6, establishing
that the functors F2 : Cat
2
wg → Fair
2 and R2 : Fair
2 → Cat2wg induce an equivalence
of categories after localization with respect to the 2-equivalences. We will use the
following general fact:
Remark 8.5. Recall (see Section 2.1) the adjunction St ⊣ J
St : Ps[C,Cat ]⇄ [C,Cat ]
where St is the strictification functor and J is the inclusion. Let X ∈ [C,Cat ] and
suppose there is a pseudo-natural transformation t : Z → JX in Ps[C,Cat ] such that
tc is an equivalence of categories for all c ∈ C. Then by the adjunction St ⊣ J this
corresponds to a natural transformation w : StZ → X in [C,Cat ] making the following
diagram commute
Z
η //
t
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
JStZ
Jw

JX
Since ηc and tc are equivalences of categories for all c ∈ C, such is wc.
The method of proof of Theorem 8.6 is as follows: we show that, for each X ∈ Cat2wg
and Y ∈ Fair2, there are zig-zags of levelwise equivalences (and thus in particular 2-
equivalences) between X and R2F2X in Cat
2
wg and between Y and F2R2Y in Fair
2. The
main steps are:
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a) Given X ∈ Cat2wg, there is a levelwise equivalence pseudo-natural transforma-
tion in Ps[∆op,Cat ] given by the composite
t2F2X → F2X
S2(X)
−−−→ π˜∗X.
This gives rise to a levelwise equivalence pseudo-natural transformation T2F2X →
X in Ps[∆op,Cat ]. By Remark 8.5, this corresponds to a levelwise equivalence
natural transformation in [∆op,Cat ]
R2F2X = St T2F2X → X.
This is in particular a 2-equivalence in Fair2 between X and R2F2X .
b) Given Y ∈ Fair2, there is a levelwise equivalence pseudo-natural transformation
in Ps[∆op,Cat ] given by the composite
F2R2Y
S2(R2Y )
−−−−−→ π˜∗R2Y → π
∗R2Y = π
∗St T2Y → π
∗T2Y = t2Y → Y .
By Remark 8.5 this corresponds to a levelwise equivalence natural transforma-
tion in [∆op,Cat ]
St F2R2Y → Y .
Since F2R2Y ∈ Fair
2, it is also F2R2Y ∈ SegPs[∆
op,Cat ], so that by Theorem
7.7 St F2R2Y ∈ Fair
2
wg and (see Remark 2.1) there is a levelwise equivalence
natural transformation in [∆op,Cat ]
St F2R2Y → F2R2Y .
c) From b) there is a zig-zag of 2-equivalences in Fair2wg
F2R2Y ← St F2R2Y → Y
with F2R2Y and Y in Fair
2. Applying the functor D of Lemma 7.8 we obtain
a zig-zag of 2-equivalences in Fair2
F2R2Y = DF2R2Y ← DStF2R2Y → DY = Y .
Theorem 8.6. The functors
F2 : Cat
2
wg ⇄ Fair
2 : R2
induce an equivalence of categories after localization with respect to the 2-equivalences
Cat2wg/∼ ≃ Fair
2/∼ .
Proof. Let X ∈ Cat2wg. By Proposition 8.3 there is a natural transformation in
[∆op,Cat ]
S2(X) : F2X → π˜
∗X
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. Since, by the proof of Proposition 8.3, t2
is obtained by transport of structure, by Lemma 2.2 there is a pseudo-natural trans-
formation in Ps[∆op,Cat ]
t2F2X → F2X
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. Composing it with natural transforma-
tion S2(X) we obtain a pseudo-natural transformation in Ps[∆
op,Cat ]
t2F2X → π˜
∗X (28)
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The same construction used in the proof of Proposition 8.3 to build T2F2X ∈
Ps[∆
op
,Cat ] from t2F2X , when applied to π˜
∗X ∈ [∆op,Cat ], yields D2X ∈ [∆
op
,Cat ]
(where D2X is as in Definition 3.10). Thus from (28) we obtain a pseudo-natural
transformation in Ps[∆
op
,Cat ]
T2F2X → D2X (29)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories.
By Remark 3.11 there is a pseudo-natural transformation D2X → X in Ps[∆
op
,Cat ]
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. Composing it with (29) we obtain a
pseudo-natural transformation
T2F2X → X = JX (30)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. Applying Remark 8.5 to (30) we obtain
a natural transformation in [∆
op
,Cat ]
R2F2X = StT2F2X → X (31)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. Thus (31) is in particular a 2-equivalence
in Cat2wg (see Remark 3.9), so that R2F2X
∼= X in Cat2wg/∼.
The functor π : ∆op → ∆op induces a functor
π∗ : Ps[∆
op
,Cat ]→ Ps[∆op,Cat ]
which restricts to the functor π∗ : [∆
op
,Cat ]→ [∆op,Cat ] of Definition 6.5.
Let Y ∈ Fair2. We claim that
π∗T2Y = t2Y . (32)
In fact, for each n ∈ ∆op, by construction of T2 and t2,
(π∗T2Y )n = (T2Y )pi(n) = Ypi(n) = (t2Y )n .
Given f : n→ m in ∆op,
(π∗T2Y )(f) = (T2Y )(πf) = (t2Y )(f) .
Given maps n
f
−→ m
g
−→ s in ∆op the 2-cell
(π∗T2Y )(g f) = (T2Y )(π(g f)) = (t2Y )(g f)⇒
⇒ (t2Y )(g)(t2Y )(f) = (T2Y )(πg)◦(T2Y )(πf) =
= (π∗T2Y )(g)(π
∗T2Y )(f)
is as for t2Y . This proves (32).
Since, by the proof of Proposition 8.3, t2 is obtained by transport of structure, by
Lemma 2.2 there is a pseudo-natural transformation in Ps[∆
op
,Cat ]
π∗T2Y = t2Y → Y (33)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. By the properties of the strictification
functor (see Section 2.1), there is a pseudo-natural transformation in Ps[∆
op
,Cat ]
R2Y = St T2Y → T2Y
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. This induces a pseudo-natural transfor-
mation in Ps[∆op,Cat ]
π∗R2Y → π
∗T2Y (34)
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which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. By Remark 6.7 there is a pseudo-natural
transformation in Ps[∆op,Cat ]
π˜∗R2Y → π
∗R2Y (35)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories. On the other hand, by Proposition 8.3,
there is a pseudo-natural transformation
F2R2Y → π˜
∗R2Y (36)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories.
Combining (33), (34), (35), (36) we obtain a pseudo-natural transformation in
Ps[∆op,Cat ]
F2R2Y = F2St T2Y → Y = JX (37)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories.
Applying Remark 8.5 to (37) we obtain a natural transformation in [∆op,Cat ]
St F2R2Y → Y (38)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories.
By Remark 7.2, since F2St T2Y ∈ Fair
2 then F2R2Y ∈ SegPs[∆
op,Cat ] so, by Theo-
rem 7.7, St F2R2Y ∈ Fair
2
wg. Also, by Remark 2.1 there is a natural transformation in
[∆op,Cat ]
St F2R2Y → F2R2Y (39)
which is a levelwise equivalence of categories.
By Lemma 5.5, both (38) and (39) are in particular 2-equivalences. Applying the
functor D of Lemma 7.8 we obtain a zig-zag of 2-equivalences in Fair2
DF2R2Y = F2R2Y ← DStF2R2Y → DY = Y .
It follows that Y ∼= F2R2Y in Fair
2/∼.

As an immediate Corollary, we obtain an equivalence of Fair2 and Ta2 after localiza-
tion with respect to the 2-equivalences.
Corollary 8.7. There is an equivalence of categories
Fair2/∼ ≃ Ta2/∼ .
Proof. By Theorem 8.6 there is an equivalence of categories Fair2/∼ ≃ Cat2wg/∼ while
by [8, theorem 12.2.6] there is an equivalence of categories Cat2wg/∼ ≃ Ta
2/∼ . Hence
the result. 
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